
The Early Years

It’s that time already – summer is here! Although it’s typically an exciting time 
for our children, they are most likely feeling a mixture of emotions knowing 
that the school year is ending, and a new chapter is beginning. In this 
newsletter, we’ve put together some quick tips to help promote safety, stability, 
and as much happiness as possible during the summertime months. 

Tablets, phones, and computers should 
be used and stay in “family areas” or 
places in your home with a lot of foot 

traffic. This rule makes it clear to 
children that there shouldn’t be any 
secrets when using their electronics. 

Unfortunately, today summertime safety means 
more than wearing sunscreen and watching kids in 
the water. Make sure that you are monitoring 
children’s usage of electronics; video games, 
internet, phones – as they can be a major source of 
danger as well. 

• Remember that most video games that connect 
to headsets are not designed solely for children 
and may allow for unsupervised interactions 
with unknown adults. 

• Remind your children about the importance of 
not sharing private information with anyone
online. 

• Be aware of the apps being downloaded on 
these devices. Apps such as SnapChat, Musicly, 
Instagram, and Youtube are social media 
programs that allow for connecting with anyone 
who has a profile. 

• Make it a conversation! Being curious about 
what they are playing/doing online helps you to 
not only be on top of what they’re doing, but 
also to help them feel comfortable talking about 
potential online issues with you in the future. 
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HAVE A GREAT SUMMER !

Counseling/Therapy Services

AHM Youth & Family Services
(860) 228-9488

United Community and Family Services 
(860) 537-7676

Community Health Resources
(860) 456-0038

Crisis/Emergency Information
2-1-1 

Dialing 211 will connect you to a community 
resource specialist in your area who can help 

you find services and resources that are 
available to you. It also serves as an 
emergency/crisis hotline for suicide 

prevention. 

Children feel the most secure when their lives are predictable. A regular schedule provides children 
with clear boundaries, consistency, and something they can expect to happen. Although summer 
can certainly still be a time to relax, it’s important to keep as many routines as consistent as 
possible. Consider creating a daily schedule with consistent wake-up, meal, and bedtimes.  Also 
look to incorporate opportunities for daily physical activity (e.g., swimming at the pool, going for 
family walks/bike rides, playing at the park).  Think about making a poster of summer “bucket list” 
activities that you can check off as you go.  The poster would also be a great place to send your kids 
if they declare, “I’m bored!” during the summer months.

Food Bank/Resource Assistance

Hebron Interfaith Human Services
(860) 228-1681


